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Mobile QA Engineer with 4 years of experience in Optimizing performance of the 
LTE/UMTS/CDMA handset in designated areas and routes designed for operators 
like AT&T, Sprint, TracFone, AWS and US Cellular with respect to a reference 
handset Expert in mobile software/application testing which include scripted, 
flash/upgrade phone, exploratory and feature interaction Manual/Lab testing of 
3G/LTE mobile phones Developing test cases and test plans that fulfill test 
requirements and functionality of the devices in Lab and Field.

NOVEMBER 2009 – DECEMBER 2012
MOBILE QA ENGINEER - ABC CORPORATION

 Compiled, built and installed application to check for defects, applications 
include audio and video, animations, games.

 Tested web-based applications on different browsers such as IE, FF, Chrome, 
and Safari.

 Captured the SQL statements from the application execution and manually 
checked the results.

 Used defect tracking tools - Rally/QC - to monitor bug resolution efforts and 
successes.

 Performed exploratory testing on features to ensure that all customer-impacting
defects are found.

 Performed testing on Touch Optimized devices, such as tablets and smart 
phones.

 Tested GUI to ensure that mobile content is displayed correctly in both 
landscape and portrait orientation across different platforms.

2005 – 2009
MOBILE QA ENGINEER - DELTA CORPORATION

 Testing a cards game, which features story arcs that span across several 
months and feature raid events Participated in everyday stand up meetings (.

 Tested Customer Experience Management SaaS platform, which enables 
management to get actionable feedback from consumers instantly, to take 
corrective .

 Filed numerous defects, quite a few were high severity defects.
 Escalated critical bugs impacting launch/release dates to management for 

quicker resolution.
 Work diligently with the development team based in Chennai, India to ensure 

that the defects were closed as per the requirements Regress multiple .
 Creation and maintenance of test cases and suites for a multi-component iOS 

and Android-based mobile Telematics solution for new-model Lexus brand .
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 Created automation of frontend testing tools using JavaScript and Selenium 
Webdriver.

EDUCATION

B.S. In Computer Science

SKILLS

Debugging, MS Office.
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